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Summary 
In the era of information, it has become vital for companies to make sure that their information 

is properly protected. They are therefore, willing to spend large amounts of resources on 

protecting their information. This can usually be done in a large variety of ways. The root of 

information security is first and foremost, having policies that regulate how information 

security is upheld. And secondly, by teaching employees proper practice of information 

security. These are however procedures that are not all that common in a university 

environment, and even more so in relation to students.  

 

In order to explore this phenomenon further, an exploratory study have been carried out to find 

more information on the subject. This has been done in several ways in order to grasp as much 

information as possible. Firstly, by doing a literary study to find out what is already known 

within the field of information security in regard to students. Secondly, by doing a quantitative 

study that evaluates the student’s information security awareness. And lastly, by conducting an 

interview with a member of staff at a university to find out their attitude towards the 

phenomenon.   

 

The thesis concludes by suggesting how universities might want to handle information security 

in relationship to students.   
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Definitions and operationalization of concepts 
 

EXPRESSION  DEFENTION 

Information security The way of protecting information by regulating confidentiality, 

availability and integrity. 

Information security 

awareness 

The state where users in an organization are aware of their security 

mission. 

Hacker A person that has the means and ability to obtain restricted 

information. 

Phishing A technique of fooling people to provide personal or restricted 

information. 

Policy Guidelines as to how work is conducted with the purpose of 

reaching set goals. 

Insiders Workers who are a part of an organization. 
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1. Introduction 

 
In this chapter, an introduction will be provided to describe the background of the thesis and 

the problem area. Which in turn explores the relationship between student, university and 

information security. The following topics will also be presented: Purpose, research question, 

delimitations and definitions. 

 

1.1. Background 

Security is used to protect things of value. In a business environment, things that have value 

are often regarded as assets. If assets are in some way damaged or destroyed, then you will 

suffer a negative and eroding business impact (Sherwood, Clark & Lynas, 2005). Companies 

struggle with continuously maintaining confidentiality, integrity and availability of their 

information assets. This is usually done by analysing possible threats and risks, asses the risk 

in order of consequence and likelihood, and thereafter estimate what would be deemed as 

proper precautions to eliminate the risk. 

 

At the same time, you do not want the precautions to hinder the natural workflow of your 

company. Obstructing workflow for employees can in many cases have an overall negative 

effect. If an employee finds that a work task has been more complex due to security regulations, 

the employee sometimes expresses emotions of annoyance or in some cases finds ways to go 

around the hinder, and thereby causing a potential risk. This is why it is important to make 

employees understand why it is vital to follow proper safety procedures, and why it is just as 

important for them as it is for the company. This phenomenon is called: Information security 

awareness (ISA).  

 

It is widely agreed upon that ISA has a major impact on any organisation’s overall level of 

security (Siponen, 2001). Therefore, it is important to teach employees proper ways of 

interacting with information. They should know the answers to questions like: Is it safe to 

access confidential work material from home? Can I leave sensitive documents openly on my 

desk? Failure to know the organization's stance on these questions can be considered a possible 

risk. This might be why insiders such as employees are considered to be the largest single threat 

to an organization (Murphy, 2015).  

 

While ISA training is common practise for companies, the same precaution does not seem to 

take place within universities (Wu, 2010 and Katz, 2005). This thesis will therefore explore 

why that might be in terms of assessing ISA.  
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1.2. Problem description 

The proposition of this study is that student’s relationship with universities information 

security, might be a field that has been overlooked. That students should be more aware of 

information security to keep universities information safe. This corresponds with Siponen, 

Mahmood and Pahnila (2014), who claims that the key threat to information security comes 

from uninformed, or non-compliant employees. Therefore, having uninformed students could 

have the potential of causing similar threats. The difficulty of student awareness has been 

explored in several research papers. Such as Wu (2010), who found several examples of 

security issues on campuses, and claimed that one of the reasons was negligence of safety 

measures by students and staff. Universities have the responsibility of making sure that students 

are well informed in what rules and regulations they must abide to. In order to keep both their 

own information and the university's, safe. At the same time, the students have the 

responsibility of following these rules. One can then speculate if this is a problem of one, or 

both parties. Might students not be following the rules that are set for them, or are universities 

lacking adequate ISA procedures? Such as having policies and regulations in place that controls 

these potential issues, along with keeping the students informed of the risks and responsibilities 

that regard them. 

1.3. Purpose 

There exists a known issue in how universities conduct information security, and the issue 

being most apparent in relation to students ISA. Murphy (2015) describes insiders to be the 

largest threat to an organization, since they are supposedly trusted individuals. It is common 

practice in most companies to avoid this threat by training employees to know what they can 

and cannot do with the companies IT-equipment, along with possible risks and threats that they 

might fall victim to.  

 

To make sure that this type of training occurs regularly, several policies and guidelines are 

usually in place with clear instructions of responsibility. This does not however seem to be the 

standard at most universities. Katz (2005), claims that universities are an attractive target for 

hackers for various reasons. Therefore, this thesis aims to find out more about why student 

awareness is lacking when it comes to information security. The intent of this study is therefore 

to interview the IT-staff at LTU, along with examining their policies, guidelines and regulations 

that touch upon the relationship between IT-security and students.  

 

This will be done to find out if this is something that the IT-staff is aware of, and if so, what 

countermeasure are they taking or planning to take against this risk, if it indeed is a risk. Some 

universities have already fallen victim to hackers and the prognosis seems to be that things are 

about to get worse (Rezgui & Marks, 2008), which speaks for the relevance of this study. The 

result of this study will be of value to universities that are looking for ways to enhance their 

information security, since security failures can be costly to any institution according to Rezhui 

and Marks (2008).  
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With the survey in this thesis that evaluates students ISA, universities will be able to conduct 

measures to increase students ISA and then send out the same survey to see if their efforts were 

effective. Apart from being an asset to universities information security, this thesis will also 

add information to the general field of IT-systems. In this modern information age were 

information security is a big part of any IT-system, ISA is starting to be more recognized as a 

way to mitigate information security risks. Eminagaoglu, Ucar and Eren (2009) claims that 

people are always the key factor for the success of information security management. 

Therefore, this thesis will contribute to the field of IT-systems by also pointing out that 

information security is not just about firewalls and encryption, it is also about informing the 

people that interact with the system in the ways of safe use. 

1.4. Research Statement 

To be able to answer the purpose of this study the following main question, together with two 

sub-questions have been formulated as follows: 

 

● What is the general relationship between ISA, students and universities…? 

 

○ What is the general ISA amongst students at a university? 

○ What is the chosen university's attitude towards ISA? 

○  

1.5. Delimitation 

The study is limited by choosing to only conduct the study at one university, namely Luleå 

tekniska universitet (LTU). This university was chosen since I have already developed a 

familiarity with the campus, but most of all because the test that I have conducted has not been 

tested at this university previously. The study also limits itself by only focusing on the most 

popular or suggested results when it comes to the choice of used literature, since even the 

narrower searches delivered a vast amount of literature. 
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2. Theory  

 

This chapter explains what information security awareness is and how it works. Along with 

other theories that was vital for this thesis, such as HAIS-Q and Cronbach's Alpha. 

 

2.1 Definition of information security 

 

Information security is as formerly stated about keeping information safe, while giving the 

right people the easiest possible access to it. It is a key component in IT-systems and are 

therefore a subject that any IT-system practitioner should at least have general knowledge about 

in order to not become a potential risk while working with IT-systems.  

 

The foundation of information security lies within the three principles that make the CIA Triad, 

which consists of confidentiality, integrity and availability.  

 

 
Figure 1: The CIA Triad (Murphy, 2015, P. 38) 

These three principles together form the essence of security. Confidentiality applies to both 

data and system information. Some call it the secrecy object since it sole purpose is to hide 

information from the unauthorized people. This can mean that the information is hidden, 

encapsulated, non-accessible and so forth. Availability insures that people or hardware that are 

trying to access information has the ability to do so. Integrity basically means that the 

information is pure and has not been tampered by anyone who should not have access to it. 

(Murphy, 2015)  
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Information security is usually required to protect a company's assets, but at the same time it 

protects so much more. Specifically, its employees. Employees might sometimes have a hard 

time to oblige by the rules that are set for information security purposes. What they sometimes 

don’t understand is that it protects themselves as well, since they often in turn has a 

responsibility in regard to the company’s information security.  

 

2.2. Information Security Awareness (ISA) 

ISA can be viewed as knowing something about information security. One's awareness of 

information security may be built from direct life experiences, such as having once been 

harmed by a virus attack or penalized for not adhering to security rules and regulations, or it 

can be based on information obtained from external sources, such as newspapers, professional 

journals, organizational policy documents, and/or organizational workshops (Bulgureu, 

Cavusoglu & benbasat, 2010).  

 

The concept of information security mean, according to the literature, that users should be made 

aware of security objectives (and further committed to them). Although information security 

awareness is commonly recognized, there are only a few scientific studies that consider it in 

any depth according to (Siponen, 2000). One might overlook the issues that may arise when 

awareness amongst students/employees gets neglected. It is indeed a common thing amongst 

universities.  

 

New threats pop up regularly and it is therefore common practise to create new policies and 

regulations to keep information safe. Trying to constantly stay on top of things and make sure 

that you have your staff well informed can in many instances be difficult. That is why it is 

important to regularly train your staff in safe ways to work with information. Mandatory 

training is usually cyclical and is required to be carried out on a regular basis, according to 

Murphy (2015). The benefits of conducting such practises can be plenty according to 

Eminagaoglu, Ucar and Eren (2009), who also claims that education and awareness is one of 

the most effective and powerful mechanisms for mitigating information security risks.  

 

Student’s relationship with ISA is especially important since students are a high-risk group that 

are an attractive target for attacks such as phishing according to Marks (2007). Universities 

should therefor practice precautions accordingly, by creating policies and train students in 

general information security. In this context, information technology experts in developed 

countries, including the United States, are taking advantage of heightened awareness of public 

safety to urge college and university officials to take steps to secure their campus computer 

networks (Ronald, 2001). 
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2.3 Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) 

HAIS-Q (Parsons et al., 2014) is a method to evaluate ISA within an organization. The method 

has been used with a broad variety of populations, including students, general public, and 

employees from government and financial intuitions (Parsons et al., 2017). The method has 

been peer-reviewed several time, and are regarded as valid. The method builds upon three 

factors, namely: Attitude, behaviour and knowledge. The test evaluates where employees or 

students are lacking in relation to information security. While someone might have a positive 

compliant attitude towards following policies that are in place, the same person might at the 

same time not have the same knowledge about information security in general. For example, 

within the internet use focus area, the specific statements include: 

 

Knowledge: “I am allowed to download any files onto my work computer if they help me do 

my job” 

Attitude: “It can be risky to download files on my work computer” 

Behaviour: “I download any files onto my work computer that will help me get the job done” 

 

There are many factor that potentially can influence the relationship between these three 

entities. The culture at an organization can possibly impact the individual’s behaviour but also 

the number of breaches at an organization (McCormac, Zwaans, Parsons, Calic, Butavicius, 

Pattinson, 2016). 

 

The survey consists of 63 questions that are ranked on a scale of 1 to 5. Where 1 is strongly 

disagree, and 5 is strongly agree. 

 

HAIS-Q can also be broken down into separate focus areas along with sub-areas. The focus 

areas further narrow the potential problem area. This makes it easy to notice where potential 

risks might lie. 
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Table 1: Focus areas of HAIS-Q (Parsons et al., 2013, P. 168). 

 
 

The table above shows the seven focus areas of the HAIS-Q method in the left-hand side. These 

seven focus areas are the core areas were ISA is generally deemed to come into play within an 

organization. Then there are the sub areas in the right-hand side of the table. The sub-areas 

consist of three questions each, each represent: knowledge, attitude and behaviour.  

 

To evaluate if there exists consistency reliability between these three entities, the method of 

Cronbach’s Alpha has previously been used with HAIS-Q (Parsons et al., 2014). The three 

questions within the subarea asks the same question in reality, but each in a different way or in 

a different scenario. This makes it possible for the person taking the test to answer the questions 

differently, even though they ask the same thing. Cronbach’s Alpha lets us therefor evaluate if 

these three questions was answered similarly or un-similarly. Thereby evaluation if people 

within an organization show signs of good awareness or bad awareness.  

 

Bad awareness seldom means that the people is malicious and wants the organization harm. 

The questionnaire is primary focused on accidental behaviours which are associated with 

human errors (Parsons et al., 2014). So, a bad score generally means that the people at the 

organizations are not fully prepared in how to act in a larger variety of situations.   

2.4. Cronbach's Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha provides a method of measuring the internal consistency and reliability 

estimate of a test or scale according to Sijtsma (2009). Such as Likerty-type scales. The method 

allows the researcher to see if the answers are valid. The score given is on a scale from 0 to 1, 

where 1 is perfect correlation, and 0 is no correlation. What the score shows, is how reliable 
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the gathered data is, as an example: If a lot of people would answer a survey by saying that 

they don’t share their work passwords, but on another question concludes that they share their 

password to colleges, then the test would probably show a low score of consistency.  

 

Alpha is according to Tavakol and Dennick (2011) an important concept in the evaluation of 

assessments and questionnaires. It is further, mandatory that assessors and researchers should 

estimate this quantity to add validity and accuracy to the interpretation of their data. In relation 

to this study, we are looking to see if there are consistency between three questions that are 

formulated differently but asks the same thing. This measurement will show if students 

generally answers these questions the same or differently. The Alpha score will show if there 

are or are not, a general consistence between the student’s attitude, knowledge and behaviour 

on any given sub-focus area.  

 

2.5. Security Policies and Practices 

Policies and practices are put in place by an organization to guide business and personal actions 

(Murphy, 2015). We define information security policy as a statement of the roles and 

responsibilities of the employees to safeguard the information and technology resources of their 

organization (Bulgureu, Cavusoglu & Benbasat, 2010). The goal is to have clear rules and 

practises that everyone involved are familiar with.  

 

From a security standpoint the creation of policy’s are made to protect organizations 

information assets from risks. The extent of the policy usually depends on the size of the 

organization. A small organisation might only have a single paper that says something like 

“Shut down your computer before you leave”, while a big organization might have policy’s 

that could very well pass for a novel. This is because bigger organization usually have more 

risks, due to more exposure and more people to keep track of.   

 

The corporate security policy is authorized by top management in order to keep corporate assets 

safe. It is then up to the assigned employees to start the development of the policy if the tasks 

have not been outsourced. The security policy usually starts small and gets added upon over 

time. A good security policy should consist of four things. Firstly, it should specify detailed 

rules and practises that are meant to keep information safe. Secondly, it should explain the 

ramifications of not following the rules. Thirdly, it should specify who has the responsibility 

to make sure that the rules are well known and followed. Lastly, the policy should stat how 

often it should be updated according to Murphy (2015). For instance, as an example: a new 

employee should be made aware of the policy that no USB-sticks can be used at office 

computers. The policy should state what happens if someone fails to comply with the rule, the 

new employee needs to be made aware of this too. The policy should state that it is the new 

employee’s manager that hold the responsibility to make the new employee aware of the rule 

in some form.  

To make sure that said security policy’s is followed and maintained, a variation of actions can 

be taken. Safa, Solms and Furnell (2016) means that Information security knowledge sharing 
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in organizations increase awareness amongst employees and also shows the importance of 

complying with organizations policies and procedures. In practise this can be done by 

discussing views on information security as a team or provide lectures by people with 

experience within the field of information security. Organizations can achieve much by simply 

sharing their policies and making them easily accessible for employees. During the on-boarding 

process of a new employee, the employee should be given a package that contains all of the 

information security policies that the employee needs to be aware of. In the event that a policy 

are updated Murphy (2015) claims that the employees should be made aware in some way. 

Suggestible through newsletters, emails, login banners and so on.  
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3. Method  

 
This chapter focuses on providing an accurate description of how the research for this thesis 

was conducted. 

 
As formerly stated, the field of ISA in higher education does not have much research behind it 

at this moment. Therefore, it is suiting to do an exploratory study to gather as much information 

within the area as possible. The research question, as formerly stated, consists of one main 

question and two sub-questions (See 1.4, page 9). The three questions are very different from 

one another; therefore, several research methods would be necessary to conduct this study.  

 

While they may be different from one another, they all still contribute in providing a shared 

holistic view of the research area. To start off, the first step is a review of previous research to 

see if the phenomena has been recognized previously, and if so in what way. To do this, a 

literary study has been carried out (see 4.1). The second part of the study is a test of the ISA 

amongst students. This would be tested by conducting a quantitative study of students ISA. 

Lastly, a qualitative study will determine the university's stance on this subject. This qualitative 

study is carried out as an interview with a member of staff at LTU that has knowledge about 

how information security is handled at LTU. These three research-methods are all encapsulated 

within a case study.  

3.1. Case Study 

The case study is used to get an in-depth look into this particular field of students ISA at 

universities. The research method is fitting to this type of social science research. Flyvbjerg 

(2006) claims that case studies, as a social science research methodology holds up well 

compared to other methods within the same field. This case study strongly follows the 

teachings of Robert K. Yin (2018), who recommends that one should start by reviewing 

existing literature and define the studies research question.  

 

The nature of this research is of the exploratory kind. As this study focuses on exploring a 

phenomenon that has previously not been researched in any greater scale. Stake (1978) means 

that case studies are popular because they are useful in exploratory studies. 

 

The case study has both evaluated the university and its students. It examined the university’s 

policies and regulations in order to get an understanding of how they are constructed. A 

member of the IT-staff was also interviewed to get more information about their current work 

with information security and their thoughts about ISA. I also tested how easily I could get a 

hold of said policies and regulations, to see if they are easily accessible for students. 

Furthermore, a survey was sent out to students to measure their ISA. Collectedly the moments 

in the case study has built a holistic view of students ISA at a university.  
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3.2. Mixed method design 

Because of the study’s exploratory nature, a combination of methods would need to be used to 

address this complicated research question. By doing this the study should collect a stronger 

array of evidence then a single study alone.  

 

In this case, the case study will combine a quantitative study with a qualitative study. Since it 

according to Yin (2018) would allow this research to address a more complicated question.  

3.3. Choice of literature 

 

“The number of scientific studies that consider IS security 

awareness in developed countries, especially in higher 

Education environments is very limited” - Marks, 2007 

 

To find relevant literature in the studied research area, the library search tool Primo at LTU 

was mainly used. The secondary source of relevant publications was found with Google 

scholar. Since it was of importance that the literature to be used was valid, the selection of 

material was limited to those that was peer-reviewed. The literature that was found through 

Google scholar was therefore then searched through Primo, since Primo had the option of only 

showing peer-reviewed studies. The search terms that were used can be found in table 1. Since 

the search terms came up with thousands of results, no more tabs then the first ten were fully 

explored. Table 2 shows what fraises that were used to find the needed material. The column 

with the topic “used” shows how many articles that was used from that given search term.  

 
Table 2: Searches that were done via Primo. 

Search Fraise Results Used Authors 

Information security 

education awareness 

96,639 1 Yacine Rezgui and Adam Marks (2008) 

Information security 

university  

452,185 1 Neil Francis Doherty, Leonidas Anastasakis 

and Heather fulford (2009) 

Information security 

campus 

29,221 1 Cuihong Wu (2010) 

Information security 

student 

142,119 1 Allen C. Johnston (2010) 

 

The following table, table 3, lists the literature that was chosen together with the respective 

article’s importance. The table shows the literature that was chosen to be used in the study. The 

column topic “purpose shows the purpose of the article, to provide a better understanding as to 

why it was used. 
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Table 3: Chosen literature with correlating purpose. 

Author Year Published Title Purpose 

Rezgui and 

Marks 

2008 Computers and 

Security 

Vol. 27 

Information security 

awareness in higher 

education: An 

exploratory study 

Explores the role of 

ISA in higher 

education 

Neill, 

Leonidas and 

Heather 

2009 International 

Journal of 

Information 

Management 

The information 

security policy 

unpacked: A critical 

study of the content 

of university 

policies. 

Provides a holistic 

view of how 

universities work to 

protect themselves 

Wu 2010 2nd International 

Conference on 

Industrial and 

Information 

Systems 

The problems in 

Campus Network 

Information 

Security and Its 

Solutions 

Provides a broader 

understanding for 

information security 

at universities 

Allen 2010 MIS Quarterly, 

Vol. 34. No. 3 

September 2010 

Fear Appeals and 

Information 

Security 

Behaviours: An 

Empirical Study 

Explores students 

relationship with 

common threats 

 

3.4. Content analysis 

In the literature research, a qualitative content analysis was done by linking data to propositions 

in accordance with Baxter and Jack (2008). Forsberg and Wengström (2013) were used to 

analyse and interpret the underlying research that was gathered.  

 

The first step in the content analysis were to examine the previously done research within the 

field of student awareness at universities. The gathered material were studied several times in 

an iterative fashion, to get a holistic view of the phenomenon concerning ISA. The collected 

material would later be categorized into the following categories: 

 

● Information security at universities 

● Student information security awareness 

 

The literature would then be turned into “sense units”, which would then be condensed into 

more easily understood sentences. These sentences would consist of what would be considered 

the most vital information. The term condensation implies information that has been shortened 

but still contains its meaning. From those condensed sentences, codes were made which would 

be used in the analysis. These codes were given the following categories: 

 

● Information security awareness 

● IT-problems 
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● Students 

● Threats 

● Risks 

● Phishing 

● Policy 

 

The theme “information security in regard to higher education” was created and were based on 

a holistic picture of the literature. The purpose of the theme was to provide a common thread 

through the collected material.  

3.5. Quantitative study 

To accurately measure student’s awareness of information security a survey was created. Doing 

interviews was considered, however in order to get an accurate evaluation of students ISA on 

mass, a quantitative multiple-choice survey was the more accurate method since it provides 

concrete data. The survey to be created was written in a way that would allow the recipient to 

understand the terminology, by using a language that they would easily comprehend. 

Otherwise, no conclusive data could be expected to be gathered. The survey would also have 

to be reasonably short, since surveys that demand to much time and commitment tend to go 

unanswered (Holme & Solvang, 1997).  

 

The purpose of the survey was, as formerly stated, to provide an accurate evaluation of students 

ISA. Along with being easy to understand and not to extensive. Lastly, and perhaps most 

importantly, the questions would have to come from a previously peer-reviewed study. 

Therefore, the Human Aspects of Information Security Questionnaire (HAIS-Q) were in the 

end used (Parsons, McCormac, Butavicius, Pattinson & Jerram, 2013), since it fulfilled the 

majority of the requirements. The downside was that it was perhaps a bit too long, with the 63 

questions that it consisted of.  

 

As with any survey, some participants tend not to leave serious answers. This has previously 

been shown in associations with HAIS-Q, when a study took away 26 responses because the 

participants had given the same answer to every question (Parsons, Calic, Pattinson, Butavicius 

& Zwaans, 2017). It was therefore expected that some answers would be more or less untrue, 

due to the survey being quite long. It was predicted that some would lose interest in the survey 

before finishing it and answer the last questions without reading them. The amount of answers 

that was aimed to be collected was originally 100 answers, but with the knowledge that some 

probably would be deemed to be unserious, an extra 10 answers would have to be collected, 

putting the total to 110. Thereby leaving some room to remove some of the answers if needed. 

 

The survey was sent out to students with various academic background, to get a good variation 

of students. Students from different years of studying was also selected since there was a 

possibility that older students might be more familiar with LTU’s information security policies. 

The survey was sent out via LTU.se, who conveniently had a function do send out emails to all 
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students within a program. In total, 1500 students were sent the survey to secure that the aimed 

amount of answers were reached.  

 

Many of the questions are similar but makes a clear statement to one’s attitude, behaviour and 

knowledge. In order to not present many similar questions altogether, the questions were 

assorted to allow variation for the participants.  

 

The table in Appendix 3 (Table 4), shows the content of HAIS-Q is shown. With all the entities, 

focus areas, sub-areas and questions. These questions are the ones that were used in the survey 

that was sent out to students at LTU. The survey in its completed form is shown in appendix 2, 

where the questions are presented in the order that they were presented to the students. 

3.6. Analysing Quantitative data 

The collected data was then firstly analysed via distribution analysis to simplify the information 

and provide a larger view of collected results. The data will be sorted by categorizing it in the 

seven focus areas of HAIS-Q. This would then be presented in several bar-graphs. Secondly, 

the data would be analysed with Cronbach's Alpha to evaluate the consistency of the answers.  

 

To analyse HAIS-Q, it should first be regarded that an answer of 5 “Strongly agree”, shows 

positive ISA. Some answers are however backwards, meaning that 1 “Strongly disagree”, 

would be a positive ISA answer. In order to combine these answers, the answers that were 

backwards were flipped so that they would line up with the other line of answers. The questions 

that are backwards are marked with a “^” symbol.  

 
Figure 2 : Cronbach’s Alpha. 

 

Cronbach’s Alpha (Figure 2) was then used to measure internal consistency of the answers that 

were collected in the survey. This was done by first creating columns of answers within each 

subcategory and entities. Where the entities are knowledge, attitude and behaviour. By using 

the data analysis tool in Microsoft Excel the correlation, r, between these entities in each sub-

question are calculated. The presented example below are the calculations that were derived 

from focus-area 1, password management.  
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Table 4: Correlation matrix together witch min correlation and Cronbach’s Alpha.  

 

 

The table above, table 5, shows an example the correlation between the different entities. Based 

on these values the mean correlation is calculated and from this, alpha is calculated using 

Cronbach’s Alpha (Figure 2).  

 

Table 5: Statistics for focus area number 1. 

 

The answers were placed in column in the order of the sub-questions. Each row, with the 

respective student’s answer were summed up. By using these summed answers, the data 

analysis tool in Microsoft Excel were used to calculate the descriptive statistics. The result is 

shown in table 6. The values that were examined closer were mean, standard deviation, 

minimum and maximum.  

3.7. Qualitative Data Collection 

Before deciding on who to interview, some basic criteria were formed. The staff of the IT-

department at LTU are vast, and everybody does not work with information security. To 

interview someone whose work was not focused on information security was not of interest to 

this study. The criteria are as follows: 
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● The person would have to be familiar with the IT work at LTU. 

● The person would have to be aware of how LTU is regulating awareness of their 

students.  

● The Person would need to have a grasp of how LTU works with Information security.  

 

In order to be prepared for the interview, an interview guide of relevant questions was created, 

and the method of Turner (2010) was largely followed. The questions were largely based on 

the gaps that literacy research could not answer. Such as how LTU works with ISA, which was 

a question that did not have an accessible answer on LTU’s webpage. An interview guide’s 

purpose is to work as a supporting platform for the duration of the conversation. The questions 

have been arranged to follow a red thread through the basic questions to the narrower question, 

so that with each question the scope would become more narrow. An interviewer should also 

be ready to ask follow-up questions to get a full understanding of a situation.   

 

To collect LTU’s policies and procedures, a first attempt was made to find the material by 

myself in order to see how easily it was accessible. The most obvious place to look was LTU’s 

webpage. If that did not show any results I would contact who ever I needed until I found a 

policy, if there were one.  

3.8. Conducting the Interview 

Firstly, a person to interview was recommended by the thesis supervisor. The recommended 

person was an IT-administrator at LTU. He did not answer when I tried to contact him, so 

another of LTU’s IT-administrators were contacted. He did however claim that he did not have 

the knowledge to answer my questions, but he recommended that I should instead talk the chief 

of IT. The chief of IT did unfortunately not have time to speak to me but recommended that I 

should speak with one of the universities lawyers. The lawyer was supposed to have a broad 

knowledge of LTU’s information security practises and policies. He in turn agreed to have an 

interview with me. I emailed him my questions beforehand so that he would have time to 

prepare. He in turn tried to get an answer to all of my question by asking the IT-department for 

the answer that he did not possess. The interview took place on the agreed upon date. The 

lawyer was able to answer most of the questions but did unfortunately not have an answer for 

some of them. 

 3.9. Analysing the Qualitative Data 

There is not often any specific measurement for analysing when it comes to qualitative 

methods. Qualitative data does however provide a deeper understanding of within a subject. 

The empirical material that was collected to this research have been analysed with the focus of 

finding out more within the field of the research questions. Turner (2010) did however suggest 

that the data from the interview should be clustered by using codes or themes so it would be 

easier to make sense of it all. 
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4. Result 

 

This chapter provides an overview of the results that the mixed-methods accumulated.

 

4.1. Literary study results 

“In the campus network, attacks, intrusion the machines, theft of another account, the illegal 

use of the network, illegal access to unauthorized files, harassment by mail and other incidents 

often occur, and so on, indicating the users' safety consciousness in the campus network are 

very unimpressive” - Wu, 2010 

 

The question that the literary study was supposed to find a possible answer to was “Are 

information security awareness a possible problem for universities?” To answer this in full, a 

larger scope is needed to assess the whole situation. Therefor there was a need to investigate if 

universities are a target for hackers.  

 

Katz (2005) claims that universities are a target of cyber-attacks for two main reasons. Firstly, 

because they have relative open access that allows an easy entry for hackers. Secondly, for the 

vast amount of computer power that universities possess. Rezgui and Marks (2008) mentions 

two examples in their exploratory study, were universities have fallen victim to cyber-attacks. 

They go on to say that experts in computer security finds that universities are amongst the least 

information secured environments. Students are a group that frequently are susceptible to the 

threat of spyware and must react to malicious threats along with possible threats against 

themselves (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010).  

 

Undegrove and Wishon (2003) made a quantitative study, from which they concluded that 

merely a small number of universities provided awareness training for students. So, it would 

seem like there are some noticeable parallels between ISA and problems that might face 

universities. Rezgui and Marks (2008) discusses that symptoms like user error, leakage 

problems and social engineering problems are a common factor at universities without ISA 

training. Doheryt, Anastasakis and Fulford (2009) means that these problems are derived from 

not having adequate policies in place to deal with such difficulties.  

 

The theories that have been used examine if there are any correlation between student 

information security awareness and the safety of universities information security has found 

three results. Firstly, Information security is a problem for universities, since they exercise a 

broadly open IT environment. Hackers target universities mostly to access the data power that 

universities have. Secondly, several theories points towards that information security 

awareness amongst students have a strong bond to universities overall information security. 

Lastly, this focus area is also considered to be fairly unexplored and in demand of further 

research, which in turn makes this study all the more important. Even if ISA is now more 

recognized, the number of studies that consider it in-depth is limited (Rezgui & Marks, 2008).  
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Table 6: Information security policies at universities in developed countries (Doheryt, anastasakis & Fulford, 2009, P. 453) 

 
 

The table above shows the amount of policies at universities in an array of different countries. 

The table shows that several universities lack policies within curtain fields, this illustrates that 

universities often lack policies to protect them from threats. This will put LTU’s amount of 

policies into a global proportion that might help to put LTU’s situation into better perspective. 

 

4.2. Quantitative study results 

The survey was answered by 110 students, as was the goal. Upon further observation of the 

individual answers, three of them stood out as not having been answered seriously. This was 

judged by taking away answers that were similar to the answers that Parsons et al. (2017) had 

removed from their survey. It had been expected that this might occur and that is why the 

amount of answers were raised to 110, from the original 100. With the three that were not 

serious erased, that left the survey with 107 answers. Parsons et al. (2017) removed answers 

that were answered in a straight pattern in their study. For example: someone that only 

answered “strongly disagree” on all the questions. This study therefore removed answers of a 

similar nature.  

 

The responses of the survey were given by a percentage of 57,9% men, and 42,1% women. 

The ages of the participants ranged from 20 to 46 years of age, with the average age being 26. 

Answers were given by students from a wide variety of educational backgrounds. Most of the 

answers coming from students with a background in computer science, with the exception of a 

few engineering programs and one psychology program.  

 

The answers shown in the graphs below have been normalized. Since the questions were 

originally scrambled to make it hard for the one taking the survey to know if, let us say, 

“strongly agree” would be good or bad. With the graphs normalized they now show the results 

were 1 is bad ISA, and 5 is good ISA. The graphs respectively consist of questions that all fell 

under the same focus area. As an example, we can see in Figure 2 that a lot of students showed 

good ISA in the focus area of password management. To fully understand the graphs, it can be 

useful to use the sheet of questions in Appendix 3. 
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Figure 3: Answers to focus area: Password management. 

Within the focus area of password management, students at large showed a good sense of ISA 

on the subject. One of the questions that scored the lowest were a knowledge question, if they 

deemed it to be necessary for work passwords to have a mixture of letters, numbers and 

symbols. At the same time, on of the highest scoring answers were to the question if it is good 

to have a different password at work then for the one they use on social media, which were a 

behaviour question. This shows that students have generally good awareness of password 

management but might need some guidance from the university in how they should act in some 

scenarios.  
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Figure 4: Answers to focus area: Email use. 

The most positive answer, where were students’ attitude was that they did not agree that nothing 

bad could happen to them if they clicked on a link from an unknown sender. One of the poorest 

answers were regarding if they were permitted to click on a link from an unknown sender via 

email, which were a knowledge question. The statistics still show that most of the answers were 

above the average. The average being 3 on the scale. 

 

 
Figure 5: Answers to focus area: Internet use. 
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The question that received the most positive answers were a question regarding if they thought 

that it was okay to access a website at work, just because they can. The one that received the 

poorest answers were if they thought it was okay to download any file to their work computer 

as long as it helped them get their job done. Another question that received the lowest scores 

was regarding downloading files that might help them do their work, which has the possibility 

of causing damage if the files would contain malicious software.  

 

 
Figure 6: Answers to focus area: social media use.   

The most positive answers were given on the sub topic of posting about work on social media. 

In all three categories of knowledge, attitude and behaviour, students showed good ISA towards 

posting information about work on social media. The lowest scores were concerning how 

regularly they review the privacy setting on their social media.  
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Figure 7: Answers to focus area: Mobile devices 

The most positive answers were concerning if it was safe to send sensitive information over a 

public Wi-Fi network. Some of the lowest answers were given to questions regarding if they 

would be careful of accidently showing sensitive information on their laptop while strangers 

might see. The student can then fall victim to shoulder-surfing which is of special concern in 

public places according to Wiedenbeck et al. (2006). 

 
Figure 8: Answers to focus area: Information handling. 
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The lowest scores were given to the sub topic that regarded if they left sensitive information, 

such as print-outs visible at their desk overnight. The best answers were given to questions 

regarding if it would be deemed safe to plug an unknown USB-drive into their work computer. 

 
Figure 9: Answers to focus area: Incident reporting. 

This focus area had a high score in general with most participant giving an answer of 4 or 5. 

The weakest answer was given to the question if they thought that it was optional to report 

security incidents.  

 
Table 7: The table shows a summary of the statistics along with the results of Cronbach’s Alpha. 

Descriptive statistics and Cronbach’s Alpha for each focus area. 

Focus area Mean SD Min Max α 

Password management 37,35 5,52 17 45 0,71 

Email use 37,67 4,81 26 45 0,47 

Internet use 36,14 4,88 22 44 0,59 

Social media use 35,20 5,30 18 45 0,67 

Mobile devices 36,28 6,15 17 45 0,68 

Information handling 38,28 5,29 24 45 0,71 

Incident reporting 35,63 5,27 18 45 0,46 

 

The focus area of social media use received the lowest average score. While the highest being 

information handling. Cronbach’s Alpha showed results between 0,47 and 0,71 which is 

generally low since the lowest acceptable Alpha level is regarded to be 0,50 (Abdel-Kader & 

Luther, 2008). The scores under 0,50 is however no cause for alarm. This only means that some 

of the students answered differently to some of the questions that were, as formerly stated, 

more or less the same question. Which only show that some human error is present. The mean 

on the other hand, shows the average of the students answer within a curtain focus area, in this 
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case most are quite high. This shows that the average student has a fairly good ISA, but that 

there also exists some areas that needs improvement.   

4.3 Qualitative study results 

The interview showed that LTU had just begun a large project of updating their routines and 

processes in relation to information security. While insider threats were deemed to be an 

important factor for the organisation, not much was done on the subject of ISA according to 

the respondent. It was also explained that the university had previously handed out forms that 

regarded student’s interaction with IT at LTU and made the demand of getting it signed by the 

student. This was recognised during the interview, but no answer could be given as to which 

person or department has the responsibility of carrying it out. The respondent suspected that it 

could be the institutions that holds that responsibility. Even though several question where 

prepared, and the respondent got a chance to prepare an answer to the questions, many 

questions still were left unanswered or vaguely answered.  

 

The search for LTU’s policies started by exploring their webpage, but after a long while of 

looking around between different tabs and attempting searches in their search bar nothing was 

found. No policies, no common practices, no nothing. Apart from a link that said “user 

responsibilities” that seemed promising but unfortunately it only showed a screen that said that 

I was not allowed to see the requested page, even though I was logged in as a student. The 

universities helpdesk was there for contacted in order to hopefully find any trace of a policy. 

After spending ten minutes with the administrator that eagerly was trying to find me something, 

he too ended up with nothing. He did however make errand to their second line support to help 

me, and to fix the “user responsibilities” link that did not work. He did also explain that when 

a new student activated their user, they were greeted with a window that let them study some 

of the rules that applies to them and accept the terms and conditions. A few days later I had 

received the terms and conditions that new students agree to. The page that the students are 

presented with is one page long and contain some basic information such as: you should not 

show your password to others, the use of the university’s computers should only be used for 

academic purposes, do not visit unsafe sites and do not send spam. The ramifications of not 

following these rules can result in suspension and even get reported to the police.  

 

Presenting the most vital information in this fashion is recommended by many security experts 

such as Murphy (2015). After another few days I was given two more documents. The first one 

being: Rules for the usage of LTU’s IT-resources. The document basically said the same thing 

as the pop-up message that new students were greeted with, but more detailed. What set this 

document apart was that it encouraged users of LTU’s IT-recourses to immediately report any 

errors or problems that one had experienced, which is positive. The second document was 

LTU’s information security policy. Not that impressive at first glance with only three pages. 

Some of the key things that can be compared to what the theory chapter mentions are: 

Responsibility and routine. The policy states that the principle has the biggest responsibility 

and are responsible for further development of the policy and other rules, while IT-chief is 

supposed to lead the operational information security work. The chiefs of business support 
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respectively, and the head masters are responsible for making sure that the workers are aware 

of the information security policy. Nothing is being mention as to who has the responsibility 

of the students ISA, but I suspect it falls on the IT-chief. When it comes to routine, the policy 

claims that an in-depth report is supposed to be made yearly. That covers suggested changes in 

IS work, risks, suggestions on IS training. The policy seems promising but does not take 

students into account. Along with claiming that IS documents should be updated on a yearly 

basis, but the one I got is from 2013. 
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5. Analysis 

 

This chapter focuses on analysing the collected material that is based on the different research 

studies that were carried out. 

 

5.1. Literary study  

The literary study shows that there exists a known problem for universities with information 

security. This can be seen in the examples were universities have had information breaches that 

has affected their overall information security. There seems to be a general ignorance with 

universities and their information security. The amount of lacking policies shown by Doheryt, 

Anastasakis and Fulford (2009) displays an almost global phenomenon of universities being 

poorly prepared for attacks. 

 

There can be many reasons, as to why this is according to Rezgui and Marks (2008). Managers 

might choose to invest little on information security resources because they believe that the 

risks are generally low. They might also be sceptical in regard to the effectiveness of 

information security because it can be hard to assess the risks and evaluate the benefits. 

Managers might also lack the general knowledge about what preventive measurements that are 

available to them. It is therefore important to let IT managers know about the risks and solutions 

that are currently present within the organization.  

 

Williams, Dincelli and Goel (2014) conducted an experiment where they sent out phishing 

emails to 7,225 students. 1,975 of the students opened the email and 964 students clicked on 

the embedded link in the email. This gave a click rate of 13.3%. This data corresponds well 

with the literary study that suggested that the ISA amongst students can be improved. 

 

The key points are that universities are at risk, more then they expect. The work that they need 

get better at are firstly to create more policies and routines. Secondly, to set more focus on the 

students because they seem to be their biggest risk.  

5.2. Quantitative study 

In order to analyse the results of the quantitative study, a comparison is made with the statistics 

and Cronbach’s Alpha found by Parsons et al. (2017) which are shown in the table below. Their 

results show an equitable result of Cronbach’s Alpha since their results are all above 0.5.  
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Table 8: Descriptive statistics and Cronbach’s Alpha for each focus area. (Parsons et al., 2017, P.44) 

 
 

These results are far better than the ones gathered in the survey that this thesis carried out when 

it comes to the alpha results. Results from the Cronbach’s Alpha in this thesis were as low as 

0.46 and 0.47, which is considered to be an unacceptable level of consistency according to 

Gliem and Gliem (2003). The findings are odd, since there at first was a worry that because of 

HAIS-Q’s 63 questions, might be too long and thereby gain untruthful answers. But Tavakol 

and Dennick (2011) means that a longer test increases reliability of a test regardless of whether 

the test is homogenous or not, which speaks against the previous notion.  

 

The study did however produce statistics that indicates in what areas student’s ISA are good, 

and in which they could improve. The students scored very well on most of the questions and 

had an average of scoring 35.2 or above in all the focus areas which shows that most students 

have generally good ISA. This was once again compared to Parsons et al. (2017) who 

conducted the same test and hade an average of 34.15 and above. The students did however 

show poor behavior towards reviewing their privacy setting on social media periodically. This 

might mean that students are less concerned with their online privacy. This could be argued to 

be bad behavior, but it should not cause any problems for universities in that sense. Another 

line of questions that were answered poorly was the questions that asked students if they could 

download anything as long as it helped them with their work. This might have some impact on 

universities since campus computers are something that are being frequently used. Even though 

most campuses prevent students from downloading software to the university computers, this 

answer could still be interpreted as potential risk for universities. 

 

The results did in the end show the ISA amongst students are quite good. With a max score of 

45 and an average of around 35 shows that the students at LTU are generally slightly above 

average. When it comes to their knowledge, attitude and behavior toward questions regarding 

ISA. The Alpha score only shows that the student’s knowledge, attitude and behavior 

sometimes contradicted each other. As previously explained, this can be explained by simple 

human error. Some students found it reasonable to share their password for work purposes, but 

not in general, which is not totally uncommon. It would only show that some students have 

more trust in their colleges then other. This is still not a good behavior but far from catastrophic. 
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What it shows is that there might be a slight need to perhaps make an ISA campaign at the 

university in order better to the most troubled areas. 

5.3. Qualitative study 

The interview showed that information security is something that is being worked on by LTU 

at this moment. But the person that was interviewed also expressed a notion that more could 

be done. As the literary study showed that informations security at universities are lacking, 

LTU does not seem to be any exception. Even though the person being interviewed had not 

come across any major incidents, the trend seems to suggest that it might only be a matter of 

time.  

 

Getting definitive answers during the interview was proven problematic for several reasons. 

Firstly, much of the responsibility of information security had just been handed over from the 

IT-department to the legal-department, which meant that the respondent was fairly new to the 

subject. Secondly, because the respondent had just started his job at LTU and were still getting 

familiar with his work. The respondent did however make a great effort in trying to collect 

answers to my questions before the interview, by asking the IT-chief about the questions 

beforehand. This did not however have any major effect on the interview’s success.   

 

LTU’s IS policy was decent but needed more student focus as its main failure. Compared to 

the policies shown in Table 7, LTU seems to be amongst the ones that has very few IS policies. 

The way that they showed some of the basic rules to new students were however impressive, 

it is precisely in line with Murphy (2015) who recommends that new employees/students 

should right away be informed about the general IS rules.  
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6. Discussion 

The results show that the field of students ISA is still fairly neglected by universities. Based on 

the interview which showed that the university was not working on ISA, and the survey that 

showed that there were some problem areas in students ISA. The result is so far in accordance 

with the underlying theories that has been used. Previous research done at this particular 

university does however point towards that it has been lacking in information security in a 

variety of aspects. This might mean that the quantitative research that were carried out at LTU 

might have had a totally different result at another university that had not started working in 

there IS a couple of years ago.  

 

The methods that were used proved to be useful in this particular study. Starting with making 

a literary study brought forth a lot of relevant information on the subject that helped to shape 

the rest of the study. This correlated with the recommendation that Yin (2018) made about 

starting case studies by exploring the subject in-depth first. The survey that was made through 

the quantitative study was quite easy to make after having found HAIS-Q that brought 

reliability to the study. The most challenging part of the quantitative study were to analyze the 

findings with Cronbach’s Alpha. It took several attempts to finally get the formula to work and 

find a way of displaying the findings.  

 

The method that were the least successful were the interview which could have gone all lot 

better if more people with the necessary competence would have been available for an 

interview. Even though the respondent were very helpful, in the end the study could not come 

to any concrete result of LTU’s information security situation based on the interview.    At the 

same time, it gave me the opportunity to show, convey and discuss my results from the 

quantitative study. When it comes to any research, it is valuable to consider who will have 

value of the research results. Does anybody care?  In this case the research results are of great 

value for LTU to increase IT security by for example making a new risk assessment. Having 

av policy is important, but if people, in this case employees and students, hasn´t read it carefully 

and does not apply to the policy it doesn’t matter how good and well written the policy is.    

  

A key factor in order to mitigate IT security issues is for sure the awareness and behaviour of 

students. The theories that were researched points towards that universities should work 

towards improving the information security awareness of students.  

 

Having said the above regarding the importance of awareness and behaviour there is also room 

for improvement when it comes LTU’s policies. Even though I got some of their policies, I 

might not have gotten them all. Since some policies needs to be kept safe since they cover what 

LTU are supposed to do in the event of an attack. This information should not be public since 

it revels the countermeasures that the university have in the event of an attack. Apart from that 

LTU is also conducting a massive restructuring of their IT as a reaction to GDPR (General 

Data Protection Regulation). Where GDPR is a new law that aims to protect the personal 

information of individuals, and fine those who do not comply with major fines. They have even 

hired an IT security chief that might bring some new useful policies and regulations to the table. 
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HAIS-Q is perhaps more made to evaluate ISA of employees in an organization then students. 

Some of the question might therefore be hard to relate to for students. Changing the questions 

to be more within the context of a universities and relatable to students, might improve the 

survey. But the survey had been carried out on a group of students in previous research by 

Parsons et al, (2017) without experiencing any difficulties. Which is why, no changes were 

made to the questions in HAIS-Q. Parsons et al (2017) does however state that even though 

HAIS-Q has been peer-reviewed several times, further research is still required, which leaves 

some room for potential improvement. Perhaps the combination of having work-related 

questions and being written in the student’s secondary language, might have had some effects 

on the scores from the survey. 
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7. Conclusion 

I have measured students ISA at LTU and taken into account the universities current work with 

information security. While using relevant literature to put my research into its proper context. 

These are the steps that has led me to the following conclusions.  

  

The conclusion suggests that LTU, along with other universities might need to do more when 

it comes to student’s ISA. Since it is widely regarded as a major risk against universities 

information security. The theories that were used in the literary study points towards that this 

is a current problem that effects universities in a negative way.  

 

With the coming of GDPR, LTU seems to make great strides in further developing their 

information security. What is missing is a wider focus on students. At the moment LTU are 

removing orphan accounts and implementing new identity controls in order to comply with 

GDPR. Hopefully this work will lead to greater thing in the future since they have hired more 

people with the purpose of further developing LTU’s information security. As the Interview 

reviled, LTU have people that find ISA important and will hopefully explore the field closer as 

a reaction to this thesis. LTU, as with many other organizations, need to move away from 

handling problems as they arise and instead move towards working with information security 

structurally and incrementally. Unless they want to find themselves amongst the many 

universities that has fallen victim to cyber-attacks. Which could be especially devastating with 

the introduction of GDPR that could lead to major fines.  

 

The ISA of the students was surprisingly good when considering that the work of keeping them 

informed is limited to only a pop-up screen, that is showed to them the first time they log in to 

their LTU account. Perhaps it is the next generation that is more aware of potential risk from 

them being brought up in the information age. With some help and encouragement from LTU 

the students could possibly have excellent ISA. With that said, the results of the quantitative 

study did show some troubled areas. Areas that could be exploited with simple shoulder-surfing 

and malware.   

 

The qualitative study with HAIS-Q that this thesis collected, does leave statistics that could be 

used and compared with in future studies. The recommendation for universities such as LTU 

would be to follow some of the recommendations made by Rezgui and Marks (2008). Whereas 

universities should establish more information security policies and procedures, along with 

conducting campaigns that aims to raise the ISA of staff and students. It is also encouraged to 

train users in the best practise of information security. This should all be maintained by carrying 

out continuous evaluation and readjustments to the method. Another way could be to follow 

the recommendation of Jansson and Solms (2011) who claims that simulating a phishing attack 

with embedded training can contribute towards raising awareness of phishing attempts. It is 

therefore recommended that LTU takes the opportunity during their reassessment of procedures 

and processes to look closer at ISA as a part of their information security. If they were to follow 

any of the recommendations that this thesis provides, they could then use HAIS-Q to once 

again evaluate their student’s ISA to see if any improvements was made.  
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Collectively this research provides evidence that ISA is an important factor to university’s 

information security and should be taken into account. The research and its suggested 

countermeasures are aimed to be useful for universities that would rather be prepared then 

sorry. Since the general notion in information security is that there are two types of companies: 

those that have been hacked, and those that will be.     

 

8. Suggestions for future research  

 

There is a general need for more research to be done within the field of ISA in relation to 

universities. A wider quantitative study that tested the information security awareness at 

multiple universities might bring more information on the subject. It is possible that some 

universities would score worse or better than other, that in turn might lead to a new research 

question; as to why some universities have better information security awareness amongst 

students then other.  

 

Research could be done after implementing some of the recommendations made by Rezgui and 

Marks (2008). A new survey of HAIS-Q could then be sent out to measure the effects of 

following these recommendations to see if they are indeed effective. One should then also 

attempt to gather information of what resources were needed from the university to attempt any 

of the recommendations. This would give more information about what the investment was to 

attempt to raise ISA and what the possible reward was. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1, Interview questions to IT-staff at LTU. 

 

Q1. How would you, in your own words, describe the information security status at LTU? 

 

I would say that the priority gets increasingly higher, more people become aware of questions 

regarding information security at large within the organisation. Often, the big interest or 

attention have come from the IT-department and the business support department. It has now 

gotten a better reach after the responsibility have moved from the IT-department and gone to 

the University offices, which is a part of the business support department. This means that 

information security is not a pure IT question, but a question that regards information handling 

at large.  

 

The world around us are changing and are constantly making new demands. There occur 

hacking and spying in new ways than previously, so we must negotiate within ourselves to 

evolve. 

 

Q2. What type attacks against the information security at LTU is most common? 

 

I do not know, I have not been able to get an answer to that question. 

 

Q3. What is the greatest outside/inside threat to the information security at LTU? 

 

The biggest insider threats are certainly ignorance about how one should handle information. 

One should think about things like not leaving you own laptop open with sensitive information.  

The outside threat would be those who are trying to access our information from, amongst 

others, students. Or if someone would like to steal data that the students have on their computers 

or gain access to LTU’s research.  

 

Q4. Are incidents where student’s accounts get hijacked common? 

 

I do not know for sure, but it is not something that I have heard about.  

 

Q5. In many companies it is common practice to train staff regularly to be aware of information 

security, how come this is not done with students? 

 

It might be because the staff has access to sensitive information, which the students do not 

have. Since the students have limited access to information. In the circumstance that a student 

would gain more access as a part of a project or such, then the student would get the proper 

training that applies in that specific scenario.  
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Q6. Are there any policies in place as to how students are supposed to interact with IT in a 

secure manner? 

 

Yes, there are general rules regarding how IT is supposed to be handled at LTU. 

 

Q7. Who hold the responsibility of training students to be aware of possible threats? 

 

Who has that responsibility at this moment I am unsure of. It might be that the institutes 

themselves has the responsibility to provide the students with such information. 

 

Q8. Are there any ongoing projects concerning information security at LTU at this moment? 

Or are any planned for the future?  

 

Right now there are a larger project taking place that will update our existing processes, 

routines and general work. In order to see what improvements might be required within the 

organisation. 

 

Q9. Does LTU have a problem with Information security awareness? 

 

Information security generally have a high priority at the university. So there exist a large need 

to maintain a good level at all fronts. That is why it is a good thing to have such projects that 

updates our processes and routines. 
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Appendix 2, Survey questions to students at LTU. 

 

List of questions that were used in the survey: 

 

General questions 

 

Please state your gender 

 

Please state your age 

 

Please state the program that you are studying 

 

Questions used from HAIS-Q 

 

Q1. It's acceptable to use my social media passwords on my work accounts. 

 

Q2. I am allowed to share my work passwords with colleagues. 

 

Q3. A mixture of letters, numbers and symbols is necessary for work passwords. 

 

Q4. I am allowed to click on any links in emails from people I know. 

 

Q5. I am not permitted to click on a link in an email from an unknown sender. 

 

Q6. I am allowed to open email attachments from unknown senders. 

 

Q7. I am allowed to download any files onto my work computer if they help me to do my job. 

 

Q8. While I am at work, I shouldn't access certain websites. 

 

Q9. I am allowed to enter any information on any website if it helps me do my job. 

 

Q10. I must periodically review the privacy settings on my social media account. 

 

Q11. I can't be fired for something I post on social media. 

 

Q12. I can post what I want about work on social media. 

 

Q13. When working in a public place, I have to keep my laptop with me at all times. 

 

Q14. I am allowed to send sensitive work files via a public Wi-Fi network. 
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Q15. When working on a sensitive document, I must ensure that strangers can't see my laptop 

screen. 

 

Q16. Sensitive print-outs can be disposed of in the same way as non-sensitive ones. 

 

Q17. If I find a USB stick in a public place, I shouldn't plug it into my work computer. 

 

Q18. I am allowed to leave print-outs containing sensitive information on my desk overnight. 

 

Q19. If I see someone acting suspiciously in my workplace, I should report it. 

 

Q20. I must not ignore poor security behavior by my colleagues. 

 

Q21. It's optional to report security incidents. 

 

Q22. It's safe to use the same password for my social media and work accounts. 

 

Q23. It's a bad idea to share my work passwords, even if a colleague asks for it. 

 

Q24. It's safe to have a work password with just letters. 

 

Q25. It's always safe to click links in emails from people I know. 

 

Q26. Nothing bad can happen if I click on a link in an email from an unknown sender. 

 

Q27. It's risky to open an email attachment from an unknown sender. 

 

Q28. It can be risky to download files on my work computer. 

 

Q29. Just because I can access a website at work, doesn't mean that it's safe. 

 

Q30. If it helps me to do my job, it doesn't matter what information I put on a website. 

 

Q31. It's a good idea to regularly review my social media privacy settings. 

 

Q32. It doesn't matter if I post things on social media that I wouldn't normally say in public. 

 

Q33. It's risky to post certain information about my work on social media. 

 

Q34. When working in a cafe, it’s safe to leave my laptop unattended for a minute. 

 

Q35. It's risky to send sensitive work files using a public Wi-Fi network. 

 

Q36. It's risky to access sensitive work files on a laptop if strangers can see my screen. 
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Q37. Disposing of sensitive print-outs by putting them in the rubbish bin is safe. 

 

Q38. If I find a USB stick in a public place, nothing bad can happen if I plug it into my work 

computer. 

 

Q39. It's risky to leave print-outs that contain sensitive information on my desk overnight. 

 

Q40. If I ignore someone acting suspiciously in my workplace, nothing bad can happen. 

 

Q41. Nothing bad can happen if I ignore poor security behavior by a colleague. 

 

Q42. It's risky to ignore security incidents, even if I think they're not significant. 

 

Q43. I use a different password for my social media and work accounts. 

 

Q44. I share my work passwords with colleagues. 

 

Q45. I use a combination of letters, numbers and symbols in my work passwords. 

 

Q46. I don't always click on links in emails just because they come from someone I know. 

 

Q47. If an email from an unknown sender looks interesting, I click on a link within it. 

 

Q48. I don't open email attachments if the sender is unknown to me. 

 

Q49. I download any files onto my work computer that will help me get the job done. 

 

Q50. When accessing the internet at work, I visit any websites that i want to. 

 

Q51. I assess the safety of websites before entering information. 

 

Q52. I don't regularly review my social media privacy settings. 

 

Q53. I don't post anything on social media before considering any negative consequences. 

 

Q54. I post whatever I want about my work on social media. 

 

Q55. When working in a public place, I leave my laptop unattended. 

 

Q56. I send sensitive work files using a public Wi-Fi network. 

 

Q57. I check that strangers can't see my laptop screen if I'm working on a sensitive document. 
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Q58. When sensitive print-outs need to be disposed of, I ensure that they are shredded or 

destroyed. 

 

Q59. I wouldn't plug a USB stick found in a public place into my work computer. 

 

Q60. I leave print-outs that contain sensitive information on my desk when I'm not there. 

 

Q61. If I saw someone acting suspiciously in my workplace, I would do something about it. 

 

Q62. If I noticed my colleague ignoring security rules, I wouldn't take any action. 

 

Q63. If I noticed a security incident, I would report it. 
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Appendix 3, HAIS-Q Table of questions. 

 
Table 9: List of questions from HAIS-Q (Parsons et al., 2013, P. 168). 

 


